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By JoshSolves

*********(Rules are much easier to read on
joshsolves.com)********* RULES: Goblins are both
industrious and wildly unpredictable, thus the word
goblin can indicate many different types of wordplay:
**Anagram: Goblins blow things up, like, constantly.
Ex. Passes on goblin side (4) would be DIES (side
anagrammed). **Container/insertion: Goblins can and
will eat anything, and are often piloting vehicles and
getting into places they shouldn't. Ex. Totes made from
river goblin's cats (5) would be CARTS (cats
container). Note that goblins can go either way.
**Hidden: Goblins are scavengers. Ex. Goblin comes
home with netting (4) would be MESH (hidden in
coMES Home). **Homophone: Goblins speech is kind
of like English. Ex. Stockpile goblin money (5) would
be CACHE (cash homophone). **Reverse: Retreat is a
Goblin army's favorite tactic. Ex: "Flog goblin for sport"
(4) would be GOLF !!!When the puzzle is completed,
the circled letters can be re-arranged to spell a 14
letter word that describes you, the solver. Then go to
and type GOBLIN [that word] into the search bar of
Magic the Gathering Cards found at
https://gatherer.wizards.com/Pages/Default.aspx for
your final goblin.
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ACROSS

8 A "goblin uppercut
target" package for
flexible armor (9)

10 Time goblin couple (4)
11 Digit showing how long

a gas tank lasts? (3)
12 Liver or heart or goblin

hound (5)
13 Behemoth tail goblin

hog brought back (7)
15 So I dust goblin

apartments (7)
17 Goblin trademark cage

for fish that got lost for
an instant (6)

18 Skin ailment from heap
of cheap garbage (4)

20 March in the street for
trial (7)

22 Push for a waltz or
"mambo goblin five"?
(7)

25 Discount goblin takes
a leak (4)

27 Goblin: "Hi", Orcs:
"Blood" (6)

30 Lute player often
comes after goblin
mob assault (8)

32 Kidnappers are
dinosaurs who replace
rest at first with a bit of
coffee (7)

33 Spooky goblin deer I
encountered (5)

34 Lake goblin Josh
returned to street
known for nightmares
(3)

DOWN

35 Second goblin ate bee
(4)

36 Truce from fierce sea
goblin (5,4)

1 Close calls from goblin
caress (6)

2 Chiefs of ancient tribes
all portend goblin cult
becoming provider of
one-way flights? (8)

3 A goblin was victorious
(3)

4 Generosity from rag-
less goblin (7)

5 Giant race slams
goblin felons' hearts,
losing last of wits (6)

6 Neutralize dim goblin
tsar, cutting off head

7 Car doctor for manic
goblins, each without
a... (8)

9 ...hip, taking in
oxygen's charged
particle (3)

14 Goblin pelts needle-
bearers

16 Leader leaves castle
defenses for food
found in the stable (4)

19 "Celestial headgear,
half-off with zero
failures!" (4)

21 Skip rich goblin's
original content, eat
first and watch only the
middle (8)

23 Try out "Goblin Mode"
(4)

24 World of learning from
goblin-made "acai" (8)

26 Very bad goblin baby's
malice (7)

28 Abandon or give
negative review to
goblin heroin (6)

29 Average grade goblin
bread served with tea
to torch-bearer (6)

31 Motivated by doctor
with goblin vein (6)

33 Goblin reflection in
mirror is a creature
with pointy ears (3)

34 Touchy follower has
skin removed to create
sushi component (3)
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